
Quad Plus provides a full service gauge system. 
From the quoting phase to the install, we help 
the end user determine the correct technology 
for their product.  We configure the frame and 
scanner around the machine's unique layout for 
optimal performance. Quad Plus then installs 
the system, trains the operators, and supports 
the system for a seamless operation. We do all 
of this with minimal down time. 

Single Source Solution
Gauging System

Industry Experts
Quad Plus has extensive machine and process 
knowledge as well as a team of gauging experts 
to make the project seamless.

Seamless Integration
Quad Plus offers seamless integration into your 
existing control system for a superior fully 
integrated control system solution. We excel in 
our integrated drive control, APC control , 
Machine Direction (MD) control and SCADA 
integration for a full process ecosystem control. 

Your Gauging System
Quad Plus works with you to identify the correct technology for your application  Quad Plus reviews 
the variables of gauge sensor technology with you and together,  we design a solution for your 
application.  We have options for almost all situations and budgets, but our machine and process 
experts are here to ensure that you get the most effective solution on the market.  Depending on 
the product, the speed, thickness & width, in-house skillset and location; a certain sensor may be 
better than another. It is our goal to provide you with the right gauging solution for your application.



Gauging Industries
Quad Plus has extensive process knowledge 
spanning multiple industries. Our 
experienced experts can help provide a 
gauging solution in a wide array of products. 

Paper & Non Woven
Extruded Plastic Sheeting (TPO and PVC)
EPDM Rubber Calender Sheet
Tire and Tire Cord
Converting (coated/laminated paper and film)
Asphalt roofing
Metals & Consumer Packaging

Measurement Solutions
Quad Plus offers a wide range of gauging 
solutions for your unique measurement needs. 
Our highly experienced engineers will assist in 
finding the optimum solution for the online 
measurements of: 

Basis Weight Thickness
Coating Basis Weight 
Coating Thickness 
Moisture Percentage

Multi-Layer Thickness 
Single Sensor Density 
Delamination Caliper 
Thickness

Sensor Technologies
In order to be able to provide the best and 
most accurate gauge system in the market, 
Quad Plus offers a variety of Sensor 
technologies to suit your specific needs. 

BETA (Sr-90 and Kr-85)
Terahertz
X-Ray & Laser
Color Detection
Microwave
Infra-Red

Connect with us
www.quadplus.com (844) 251-7823


